Action on Amazon Worker Hotline Report: Bezos
accused of running a ‘Dickensian Sweatshop’
whilst blowing billions on space trip
This month Unite published our report into the findings of our
worker hotline, as reported in the Daily Mirror, and it made
pretty grim reading:
Eight out of every ten Amazon workers who contacted the
hotline said they don’t think Amazon cares about their mental
or physical health. Seven out of ten said the pressure of work
was too much for them. And two out of three workers in the
when asked said they didn’t think they would be given time
off by company management to care for sick children or an
elderly relative even if it was an emergency.
Sharon Graham, Unite Executive Officer said, “Anyone who
reads the testimony of these workers can see that there has to
be a reckoning with Amazon. While Jeff Bezos is moving on to
explore space he is leaving behind one of the greatest
company sweatshops this world has ever known”.

A short summary of the findings
Pressure and discipline
Seven out of ten said the pressure of work was too much. One warehouse worker told us: “We are not really allowed
any rest apart from one break that starts five hours after our shift. We can’t sit down for one second or else we will
be put on disciplinary warnings. If we don’t meet their production targets we’ll be put on a warning.”
Work is monitored closely and managers are quick to discipline workers. One said, managers act as a “law unto
themselves”, while another said “managers would threaten you with the sack if you didn’t work fast enough”.
One worker who worked in customer returns and package sorting said they had to stand for ten hours and that
management monitored them to make sure they were not sitting down “even for one second”. They likened it to a
“work camp”.
One former manager who contacted the hotline said: “Staff are walked to and from dinner breaks by management.
It is run like a military operation. Workers are dismissed quickly for making mistakes. I would attend ‘flow’ meetings
with other Amazon managers, where they would scroll through everyone’s mistakes and discuss what they were
going to do. They were expected to make the grade or leave without looking at the reasons why mistakes were being
made. It was a very punitive approach.”
Favouritism and bullying
The work camp atmosphere is compounded by a “toxic culture of favouritism and bullying”, in the words of one
worker.
“It is the worst place I have ever worked for workers’ rights. Modern slavery at its finest.”
Toilet breaks
“You are timed for every second you leave your workstation, meaning you have to run to go to the toilet”. There
were often “huge queues”, forcing people to “piss in bottles.”
Amazon workers desperately need a union to take on what has been described as a “toxic” working culture that
generates stress, ill-health and daily indignities.

Discrimination and sexual harassment
Many women workers at Amazon complained of sexual harassment. One said she encountered it “on a daily basis”
but that nothing was done to address it. Another called workplace sexual harassment “outrageous”. She said she had
been “objectified” during her “truly dreadful” experience at the company. She said she feared for her safety as she
was “harassed constantly by other male members of staff” and had been followed to the bathroom by her team
leader.
Managers “take advantage of ethnic minorities, making them lift heavy items because they know they don’t speak
English and won’t talk back.”
One trans woman contacted Unite to say she had “never experienced transphobia to the degree I did when I worked
there”
Mental and physical health
One worker said they had suffered “a panic attack at my workstation and nearly passed out”. They were told they
could only take the rest of the day off and were expected back in work the next day. Another said the “stress got so
much I broke down at work and walked off the station and then was disciplined for it.”
Covid risks
Workers complained there was little social distancing, putting them at risk of catching COVID-19. One told us they
and their partner “had both had COVID while working at Amazon and we are both sure we caught it from there.
Amazon completely disregards the social distancing measures in favour of hitting targets.”
You can read the report in full at https://bit.ly/HotlineRpt

Unite lodges legal complaint over
Amazon and profiteering during the
pandemic
Unite has submitted a formal complaint to the CMA (Competition &
Markets Authority) against Amazon for abuse of its market position in
relation to price gouging at the height of the Covid 19 pandemic.
Sharon Graham was widely quoted in the press again: “Unite
represents Amazon workers but also thousands more pensioners and
workers who had to shield during the pandemic,” she added. “Some of
our members died after exposure to Covid 19 while acting as key
workers. It’s high time Amazon is held to account for profiteering
during the pandemic. We hope our complaint to the CMA leads to a
full investigation of Amazon’s practices.”
As part of the Action on Amazon campaign, Unite research has
uncovered compelling evidence of price gouging throughout 2020. 50
different items have been identified that were being sold on the
Amazon site for at least double their usual price from March 2020 to
November 2020 onwards. They include soap, antibacterial spray and
wipes, washing up liquid, hand wash, bleach, thermometers, face
masks, toilet paper, disposable gloves, sanitary products, vitamins,
toothpaste, Sudocrem, tea and tinned food.
For example, Carex antibacterial hand lotion usually costs around £1. In March 2020 the price on Amazon increased
to £26.41. The price of a Braun Thermoscan 7 digital thermometer shot up over £100 – going from £39.99 to
£149.99.
The full CMA Complaint is available to read online at https://bit.ly/AoACMA

Press and action round-ups
Meanwhile the action continues in every area of the land – keeping the pressure up on Amazon around their bases
and in the streets and the press, to make sure that their working practices, described by Amazon workers above, do
not become the norm in workplaces in Britain and Ireland.
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